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Centerfield Technology, Inc.
Centerfield announces two new services and free tool
Services accelerate value creation from DB2 Web Query for System i.
Rochester, MN – March 4, 2008. Today, Centerfield announced the availability of two new services
and a free tool for customers interested in DB2 Web Query for System i. The two new services
expand on Centerfield’s Install, Configure, and Verify (ICV) offering announced in February.
“We realize that System i shops have different needs related to DB2 Web Query. These services
are designed to help shops build on their existing Query/400 reports and quickly move and take
advantage of improved performance and advanced features like report portals.” says Aaron
Hasley, Centerfield’s lead DB2 Web Query consultant.
The first new service helps iSeries accounts make the most of their existing inventory of
Query/400 reports by importing them into the DB2 Web Query environment. By leveraging existing
reports, users can easily take advantage of functions like stop lighting, drill through, and a onestep export to Microsoft Excel. This step allows users to run existing queries from a green-screen
as normal, while other users can take advantage of the modern interface using the very same
query.
The second new service helps iSeries users take full advantage of the greatly improved efficiency
in the newest query engine (SQE) while enjoying the benefits of DB2 Web Query like report portal
creation, multi-level reports, advanced graphics, and fully parameterized reporting. Once
complete, customers will have faster reports with increased flexibility and function. Centerfield
personnel will work with customers to define overall objectives, specific report requirements and
project timeline.
Centerfield has also made a free tool available for iSeries customers that want to easily see what
software and PTFs they need to install in order to have a functioning version of DB2 Web Query.
The tool reports on base operating system options, licensed program products, group fix packs and
individual PTFs. For shops that already have DB2 Web Query installed, it will reveal if there are
missing PTFs that should be applied.
Further information about these services and free tool is available at:
www.centerfieldtechnology.com/wq_main.asp
This offering will be available starting immediately.
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